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Brief description
This tutorial presents new concepts of future SiC/GaN-based three-phase PFC rectifier and PWM inverter systems, which should feature a wide input/output voltage range, high power density and high efficiency, and low manufacturing costs. First, we explain main loss mechanisms for hard switching SiC power MOSFETs with and without gate-drive-based dv/dt-limitation, and the origin of residual ZVS losses, with a focus on experimental device characterization. Next, we discuss the degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) that facilitate a transition from state-of-the-art two-level converter structures to new converter concepts and operation schemes, considering different functional levels:
(1) Switch level: dv/dt-limitation and advanced switching-frequency-limited ZVS
(2) Bridge-leg level: full/hybrid multi-level topologies and quasi-2-level modulation
(3) Converter level: quasi-single-stage buck-boost current DC-link converter systems
(4) System level: synergetic control of two cascaded converter stages.
Furthermore, we present latest research results of ETH Zurich, i.e. hardware prototypes that implement combinations of the DOFs and a comparison of their performance characteristics against current industrial solutions. Finally, topics of future research in the area will be identified.

Duration
3 hours

Outline
• Application Areas & Key Requirements for Future PFC Rectifier/PWM Inverter Systems
  o EV chargers, datacenter power supplies (AC/DC converters)
  o Variable speed drives (distributed DC-link DC/AC converters)
• SiC/GaN Characteristics, Performance, Measurement, and Operation
  o SiC/GaN devices overview
  o Switching behavior / schemes (hard & soft switching)
  o Characterizing measurements
  o Further characteristics
  o Selected results of experimental analyses
• Degrees of Freedom Facilitating New Converter Concepts & Operation Schemes
  o Switch level
• Bridge-leg level
• Converter level
• System level
• Remarks on EMI filtering
• Remarks on converter control

• Research Results of ETH Zurich / Implemented New Converter Concepts
  o Two-level S-TCM SiC converter (single phase-leg)
  o Three-level U-TCM SiC converter (single phase-leg)
  o 3x3-interleaved GaN inverter (4.8 MHz eff. sw. frequency, single phase-leg)
  o Hybrid Active Neutral Point Clamped FCC PV inverter
  o Integrated-Active-Filter (IAF) buck-type rectifier
  o Buck-type Swiss Rectifier
  o Isolated DAB-based matrix-type PFC rectifier
  o Vienna Rectifier (DAB isolated, 3/3- and 1/3-mode operation)
  o Current DC-link buck-boost PFC rectifier (3/3- and 2/3-mode)
  o Buck-boost Y-Inverter
  o T-type converter employing monolithic bidirectional GaN switches

• Conclusions
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